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QUESTION 1

Which of these addresses cannot be given to an EC2 instance in your VPC? 

A. 10.0.0.157 

B. 10.0.0.3 

C. 10.0.0.4 

D. 10.0.0.253 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

10.0.0.3 is reserved by AWS for future use. 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has an application running on Amazon EC2 instances in a VPC. The application must publish custom
metrics to Amazon CloudWatch in the same AWS Region. The metrics include proprietary information. All connectivity
must be over private IP addresses. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Connect to CloudWatch through a NAT gateway. 

B. Connect to CloudWatch through a gateway endpoint. 

C. Connect to CloudWatch through an internet gateway. 

D. Connect to CloudWatch through an interface endpoint. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company wants to migrate a proprietary application from on premises to the AWS Cloud. The application 

implements segregation of different types of network traffic. 

The application uses services that listen to multiple ports on two different IP addresses. One IP address is used for
customer-facing traffic, and the other IP address is used for management traffic. The application requires the IP
addresses to belong to different subnets. 

How can the company deploy the application with the LEAST management overhead? 

A. Deploy the application to Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS). Configure two elastic network interfaces
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in the task definition. 

B. Deploy the application to Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS). Create an AWS Lambda function to
attach a second elastic network interface. Use an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule to invoke the
function. 

C. Deploy the application to an Amazon EC2 instances that has a secondary elastic network interface attached. Select
different subnets for each network interface. 

D. Deploy the application to Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS). Create an AWS Lambda function to
attach a second elastic network interface. Use an AWS Step Functions workflow to invoke the function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A Network Engineer is troubleshooting a network connectivity issue for an instance within a public subnet that cannot
connect to the internet. The first step the Engineer takes is to SSH to the instance via a local bastion within the VPC and
runs an ifconfigcommand to inspect the IP addresses configured on the instance. The output is as follows: 

The Engineer notices that the command output does not contain a public IP address. In the AWS Management Console,
the public subnet has a route to the internet gateway. The instance also has a public IP address associated with it. 

What should the Engineer do next to troubleshoot this situation? 

A. Configure the public IP on the interface. 

B. Disable source/destination checking for the instance. 

C. Associate an Elastic IP address to the interface. 

D. Evaluate the security groups and the network access control list. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company is migrating a legacy storefront web application to the AWS Cloud. The application is complex and will take
several months to refactor. A solutions architect recommended an interim solution of using Amazon CloudFront with a
custom origin pointing to the SSL endpoint URL for the legacy web application until the replacement is ready and
deployed. 

The interim solution has worked for several weeks. However, all browser connections recently began showing an HTTP
502 Bad Gateway error with the header “X-Cache: Error from cloudfront.” Monitoring services show that the HTTPS
port 443 on the legacy web application is open and responding to requests. 

What is the likely cause of the error, and what is the solution? 

A. The origin access identity is not correct. Edit the CloudFront distribution and update the identity in the origins
settings. 

B. The SSL certificate on the CloudFront distribution has expired. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) in the us-east-1
Region to replace the SSL certificate in the CloudFront distribution with a new certificate. 

C. The SSL certificate on the legacy web application server has expired. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) in the us-
east-1 Region to create a new SSL certificate. Export the public and private keys, and install the certificate on the legacy
web application. 

D. The SSL certificate on the legacy web application server has expired. Replace the SSL certificate on the web server
with one signed by a globally recognized certificate authority (CA). Install the full certificate chain onto the legacy web
application server. 

Correct Answer: A 
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